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You may not be aware of it, but a very powerful force is atwork in your life. It's called the Law of

Attraction and right now it is attracting people,jobs, situations and relationships in your life - not all of

them good! If your life feels as if it has turned south and taken on thecharacteristics of a bad soap

opera, it's time to pick up this book. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Whether you refer to it as Karma, Law of Attraction, Cause and Effect, Sowing and Reaping it is all

the same principle and it is working flawlessly in each of our Lives everyday... This book helps to

shed some light upon some very important reasons why most of Western society fails to properly

utilize this unchangeable and undeniable principle to intentionally empower their Lives.

I liked how easy Michael made the L.O.A seemed. The examples he gave and the worksheets

made it more believable and approachable. I have been using his steps and I've already seen

progress. I recommend this book to anyone that want to manifest their desires NOW! Great read,

easy read. Peace and love.

this is an amazing little book! It is so easy to read and gives you easy....yes the easy but changing

attitude type of steps that have changed my outlook and my life. I want to buy a copy for everyone I



know. In the first few pages you receive information that can immediately change your perspective

by changing your words. In these times of such negativity we need more people putting out positive

thoughts!

If you are skeptical about the information in this book, I can tell you that it works. When I was dating,

after my divorce, I made a list of what I wanted in a partner and what I didn't want (I certainly knew

what I didn't want!).The more I dated, the more I experienced what I'd did or did not want in a

partner and my list got very specific.When I found a man who had everything on my DO list, I

married him!Nancy MuellerSpeaker, Author, Success Coach for Women

This book is very helpful and informative! He breaks things down in very simple and user friendly

way. Sometimes he can be a little repetitive in saying the same thing over and over again on the

same page. But hey, it sure gets the point across and helps it sink in. The book is very motivating. I

have previewed it once, now again and then will write out my affirmations. He has a website that

has worksheets to print and use. One of my main concerns is wording my affirmations in the correct

way so that they are effective. He goes into detail on this! It's definitely worth the money and time

and it's an easy read. It's not a huge overwhelming book that you start and never finish. You could

finish in 1-2 days easy. If you are looking for a great video on affirmations, look at "The Secret"!

Happy Affirming!

This book transformed my thinking and strengthened my belief in the Law of Attraction. It brought

clarity to my vision and it showed me how to use my words to remove doubt and increase my ability

to manifest. I read ten books over the last 12 months about the LOA and this is the book that pulled

it all together for me! If you're struggling to manifest intentionally and trying to figure out what you're

missing... I highly recommend this book!

This book is 142 pages. It's in large font, and frequently the left page is left with a single quote from

the books contents. Several pages are left to use as workbook pages, and the right-side page is

often left with text only covering half of it. The author also repeats himself, many many times over

within the text. Copying text between his example personas, Greg and Janice. I estimate the actual

content to be around 40 pages. Would you pay $12+ for 40 pages in a bookstore?I really dislike

how this whole attraction theme boils down to "it will only work if you believe" because that can be

said about anything. It's of course then easy to blame the failure of results on a lack of belief.That



said, I think the book can be a useful motivator. If you follow the advice, no doubt you will have a

much more positive outlook on your life, which will rub off on people around you. That typically has a

really good effect, whether the universe will actually bring you more things or not.I'll still give this

book 2/5 because it's just so low in content.

This book is amazing!!! The first time I read it, yes, I said first time, I read it straight through. Then I

went back and printed off the worksheets and read it again while doing the exercises.My husband

asked me if I had finished it yet. I said "yes, I just carry it around with me for reference, why, do you

want to read it?" When he told me he'd like to, I went and bought him his own copy, as I was not

willing to part with mine!!I've read LOA books before, including the Secret, and they have great

information, yet this is the only book I have found that actually walks you through it and can literally

change your life immediately!Whether you are new to Law of Attraction or have been studying it for

years, this book is one that you for sure want to read!Enjoy, and happy life to you!!!Thank you

Michael Losier for such an amazing book!!!!!!
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